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LINC Night Bags

Single use Night Bags

LINC Night bags come with either a single use or reusable taps.
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Instructions for Use:
Connection

- Wash hands. Take out the bag from its packaging and check that the taps are in the closed position.

- Remove connector cap and insert the ridged connector fully for a secure connection into the catheter

funnel for reusable taps or leg bag funnel for single use taps.

- Ensure that the night bag is positioned below the leg bag or bladder and supported by an
appropriate hanger or stand

- Ensure that any of the tubing is NOT kinked and the leg bag tap is open (if connected to one).

- All LINC Night Bags are for single use only and must not be reused once disconnected.

Emptying

- Empty the night bag by opening the tap over a toilet or designated receptacle.

- All LINC bags are ready to use and come with the taps closed

- Lever tap: open the tap by pushing the lever downwards towards the outlet tap and close by pulling

the lever tap upwards towards the bag

o The lever points towards the desired flow of urine

o Tap starts to open/close after the 90° angle of travel

o The whole tap section may be twisted to avoid accidental opening

- T-tap: open and close the tap by pushing the barrel sideways

- Remember to close the tap after emptying.

- Ensure that the outlet tap is as dry and without any residual urine as possible

- Twist tap: turn the bag upside down with the tap pointing up; using both hands, hold the tap and twist-off

the outermost tip; invert the bag to allow the urine to flow out into the toilet/receptacle

Usage and Disposal

- LINC night bags with re-usable taps should be changed between 5 to 7 days of use.

- LINC night bags with single use taps should be disposed of after emptying.

- Store at room temperature

- Dispose with normal household waste or as directed by your clinician

- Do not flush down the toilet

Tap type Use Sterile Capacity

Twist Tap single
use

non sterile 2L

single
use

sterile 2L

single
use

sterile 3L

T-Tap single
use

sterile 2L

re-usable sterile 2l

re-usable sterile 3L

Lever Tap re-usable sterile 2L

Distributed in the UK by LINCMedical. Manufactured by ChangshuWilsonMedical Devices Co., Ltd., No 1
Taikang road, North of Zhitang Town, Changshu City, 215531 Jiangsu Province, China. EC Representative:
Welkang Ltd, Suite B, 29 Harley Street, LondonW1G 9QR, UK.
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